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Abstract We study a reaction-diffusion mathematical model for the evolution
of atherosclerosis as an infiammation process by combining analytical tools with
computer-intensive numerical calculations. The computational work involved the cal
culation of more than sixty thousand solutions of the full reaction-diffusion system
and lead to the complete characterisation of the w-limit for every initial condition.
Qualitative properties of the solution are rigorously proved, sorne of them hinted at
by the numerical study.
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1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the study of a reaction-diffusion mathematical model
for the evolution of atherosclerosis as an infiammation process. Atherosclerosis is an
anomalous condition affecting the wall of arterial vessels and is characterised by the
formation of deposits of fatty materials, including cholesterol, and the local formation
of plaques in the sub-endothelial intima of large arteries. Such plaques lead to athero
matous narrowing of the artery lumen, which in turn produces distal tissue ischaemia
and thrombosis. Atherosclerosis, or atheroma, is not to be mistaken with arteriosclero
sis. The latter refers generally to loss ofelasticity ofblood vessels as a consequence of a
degenerative process due to ageing; arteriosclerosis is diffuse, rather than local; causes
dilation of blood vessel, rather than narrowing, and raised pulse pressure, instead of
distal ischaemia. Arteriosclerosis is common to all societies, while atherosclerosis is
more specifically related to diet of westernised societies. For general background on
physiological aspects of atherosclerosis see Levick (2010). Atherosclerosis is one of
the main contributors to cardiovascular disease and is currently the leading cause of
death and illness in sorne westernised countries (Libby 2002).

The initiation of atherosclerosis begins with the entry of low-density lipoproteins
(LDLs) into the intima of the blood vessel, where they are oxidized (ox-LDLs). The
body's immune system responds to the damage to the artery wall caused by oxi
dized LDL. The ox-LDL triggers the recruitment of the monocytes. The monocytes
penetrate the intima and transform to macrophages which phagocyte the ox-LDL. Fig
ure 1 illustrates the initiation of the atherosclerotic process. Ross and Glomset (1973)
suggest that atherosclerosis is a response to injury to the vascular endothelium. The
hypothesis that atherosclerosis is an infiammatory process is now accepted as a gen
eral concept amongst researchers in the field (Ross 1993). There are many causes of
endothelial injury or disfunction. These include hyperlipidemia, diabetes, hyperten
sion, smoking, viruses, hyperhomocystinemia, ischemiafreperfusion, etc. (Schachter
1997). Endothelial dysfunction leads to increase the permeability of the vessel walls.
The macrophages phagocytose ox-LDL, but this eventually transforms them into foam
cells (lipid-ladden cells) which in turn have to be removed by the immune system. At

Fig. 1 Schematic description of
the beginning of the
atherosclerosis process



the same time they set up a chronic infiammatory reaction (auto-amplification phe
nomenon): they secrete pro-infiammatory cytokines (e.g. lNF-a, IL-l) which increase
endothelial cells activation, promote the recruitment of new monocytes and support
the production of new pro-infiammatory cytokines. This auto-amplification phenom
enon is compensated by an anti-infiammatory phenomenon mediated by the anti
infiammatory cytokines (e.g. IL-l O), which inhibit the production ofpro-infiammatory
cytokines (biochemical anti-infiammation). Next, the infiammation process involves
the proliferation and the migration of smooth muscle cells to create a fibrous cap over
the lipid deposit which isolates this deposit centre from the blood stream (mechanical
anti-infiammation).

Mathematical models are increasingly becoming an accepted methodology for
studying and understanding complex phenomena in biology and medicine (Murray
2002; Cantrell and Cosner 2003). Concerning infiammatory response, in particular,
different types of mathematical models can be found in the literature, see for exam
pIe Chow et al. (2005); Herald (2010) and the references therein. More specifically,
concerning mathematical models for atherosclerosis there are several approaches in
the literature, depending on the degree of complexity of the models. For example,
Calvez et al. (2010) study a very sophisticated model accounting for the coupling of
the haemodynamics and mass transfer with a simple lesion growth model relying on
the biomolecular process that takes place in the intima. The model involves fiuid
structure interaction and non-linear systems of partial differential equations. Khatib
et al. (2007) have proposed one and two-dimensional reaction-cliffusion models to
describe the response in the intima of the artery vessel. Related works are Cobbold et
al. (2002); Li et al. (2006) and Ougrinovskaia et al. (2010).

In this paper we study numerically and analytically a reaction-cliffusion model put
forward by Khatib et al. (2009). The aim is to contribute to a more detailed under
standing of the dynamics of the one-dimensional atherosclerosis mathematical model
by combining numerical and analytical tools. In Sect. 2 we describe the mathematical
model. In Sect. 3 we develop a sophisticated numerical method to compute accurate
numerical solutions. The numerical methodology is based on a high-order non-linear
fully discrete finite volume formulation of the ADER type (Toro et al. 2001). For a
general introduction and references see Chaps. 19 and 20 of Toro (2009). In Sect. 4
numerical results are obtained for the atherosclerosis model. Concerning the asymp
totic behaviour of the evolution solution, the characterisation of the initial data as a
function of its w-limit is studied numerically in this section. This task is computer
intensive, as for each of the three cases studied we need to solve more than twenty
thousand times a reaction-cliffusion system to high accuracy. Sorne of computational
findings are then proved rigorously in the subsequent section. In the cases where one
stationary solution represents disease and another one represents the healthy stationary
state, the numerical method predicts if the initiallesion in a (perhaps very small) area
of the artery wall can evolve to the healthy equilibrium or a disease equilibrium.

The numerical results obtained in this paper are qualitatively related to experimental
observation reported in the literature; see for example Poston and Poston (2007); Ikeda
and Torii (2005); Ye et al. (2011); Ibragimov et al. (2005). Sorne conclusions on this
qualitative verification are given in Sect. 4.5.



In Sect. 5 we carry out an analytical study of sorne qualitative, new, properties of
the solution of the full reaction-diffusion model. Sorne of these properties were first
discovered in the systematic computational study of the previous section.

2 The mathematical model

Here we consider the parabolic, one-dimensional reaction-difussion system proposed
by Khatib et al. (2007). The governing equations are

aM a2M
al = dI ax2 + f¡(A) - AIM, x E (O, L) ,t > O (1)

aA a2Aat = d2 ax2 + h(A)M - A2 A , x E (O, L) ,t > O (2)

aM aA
- = O - = O on x = Oand x = L (3)
ax 'ax

M(x, O) = Mo(x), A(x, O) = Ao(x). (4)

Here M(x, t) == density of immune cells (monocytes, macrophages); A(x, t) ==
density of cytokines secreted by immune cells; t is the time; x is the length along wall
of the artery. The parameters dI and d2 represent the diffusivity of the immune cells
and cytokines, respectively. The positive parameters Al and A2 represent the rate of
degradation of the immune cells and the cytokines, respectively. The source term in
the first equation, f¡ (A), is the recruitment ofthe immune cells from the blood stream,
which is defined by

(5)

with al = f¡ (O) representing the beginning of the infiammation: the recruitment of
monocytes due to the presence of ox-LDLs; fJ¡ is the auto-amplification ofthe recruit
ment of monocytes due to the infiammatory cytokines secreted by the monocytes;
TI is the characteristic time for the fibrous cap formation; 1 + *" is the mechanical
saturation of the recruitment of M. The cytokine production rate is given by

(6)

with a2A representing the secretion of pro-infiammatory cytokines promoted by
the pro-infiammatory cytokines themselves. 1 + A is the inhibition of the pro-

T2
infiammatory cytokines secretion mediated by the anti-infiammatory cytokines. T2
is the necessary time for this inhibition to acto All the parameters of the model,
Al, A2, dI, d2, TI, T2, al, a2, !JI, are positive.

Consequently h is an increasing and bounded function; h is an increasing function
with a saturation effect due to the limited transfer rate of monocytes across the vessel
wall. It is assumed



al
TI> -.

fJ¡
(7)

This hypothesis guarantees that f¡ is increasing, also bounded.
Although the model does not consider the thickness of the intima, it shows sorne

essential features of atherosclerosis development. One characteristic of the model is
the freedom to choose the initial data. This may indicate that the artery wall has an
initiallesion in a particular small area and the model shows how it evolves along the
artery wall. We could not analyze this fact through a model consisting of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs).

Previous results about this model can be found in Khatib et al. (2009) where the
authors obtain the constant stationary solutions for different sets of parameters for
the model (1)-(4). They prove the existence of traveling waves connecting two con
stant steady states. Depending on the parameters of the model three cases can be
distinguished in the kinetic system, an ODE system:

dMdt = f¡(A) - AIM t E (O, +00),

dAdi" = h(A)M - A2 A t E (O, +00),

M(O) = Ma, A(O) = Aa.

(8)

(9)

(10)

The kinetic system has at least the equilibrium point Ea = (~:' O). Khatib et al.
(2007) have defined the following cases depending on the values of the parameters:

- Case 1. If A2 < ~I the ODEs system has one positive stable equilibrium point
0!2 "-1

(monostable case).
r--c---- 2

_ Case 11. If O!I < A2 < (31 TI and O < .l::L < ( j (31 - ~ - j.l::L - ~) then
Al 0!2 Al 0!2T2 V Al TIAI V 0!2TI TIAI

the ODEs system has two stable equilibria Ea and Er and one unstable equilibrium
(bistable case).

r--c---- 2
_ Case 111. If O!I < A2 < (31 TI and O < .l::L > ( j (31 _ ~ _ j.l::L _ ~)

Al 0!2 Al 0!2T2 V Al TI Al V 0!2TI TIAI

then the ODEs system has no positive equilibria. Ea is stable.

We notice that every solution of (8)-(10) is a solution of (1)-(4) with constant ini
tial datum. Moreover, every stationary solution of (8)-(10) is a (constant) stationary
solution of (1 )-(4), that is, it is a solution of the stationary problem:

d 2 M
-dl--2 + AIM = f¡(A)

dx
d2 A

-d2-2 + A2A = h(A)M
dx

dM dA
-=0, -=0 onx=Oandx=L.
dx dx

(11)

(12)

(13)

In the next section we deal with the numerical approximation of the reaction
diffusion system (1)-(4).



3 Numerical approximation

A substantial part of this paper consists of a detailed numerical study of reaction
diffusion system (1 )-(4). To this end we develop a sophisticated numerical approxi
mation method that ensures accurate and reliable results and whose use is completely
under our control. The original program is available from the authors on request. We
adopt the ADER approach in a finite volume framework. The resulting numerical
approximation is non-linear and of arbitrary order of accuracy in space and time. The
accuracy of the implemented scheme is assessed by studying convergence rates of the
scheme.

3.1 The finite volume framework

We rewrite the system (1)-(4) as

üQ ü2 Q
- =D-+R(Q)
üt üx2 '

where

T (dIO)Q = (M, A) ,D = O d2 '

R = CfI(A) - AIM, h(A)M - A2Al.

(14)

(15)

Let us consider the control volume V = [x¡_~,X¡+~] x [tn,tn+l
] in the x-t

half-plane, of dimensions

(16)

Now integrate exactly system (14) in space and time in V, giving the exact relation

where

n 1 X¡i+i n
Q¡ = - Q(x,t )dx,

~x

\-i

is the spatial integral average of Q at time tn, called the cell average;

¡n+!

1 ¡ üQ
G¡+l = -D -(X¡+l, t)dt

2 ~t ÜX 2
¡n

(17)

(18)

(19)



is the temporal integral average of the spatial gradient of the solution at the interface
x = Xi+l/2, while

¡n+! \+i

Ri = _1_ JJR(Q(x, t»dxdt
~x~t

¡n \-i
(20)

is the space-time integral in V of the complete source termo
A finite volume scheme of the form (17) results from approximating the appropriate

integrals and denoting each term T by T. Dropping the tildes we then interpret (17)
as a numerical method. The numerical scheme is determined once a numerical flux
Gi+l and a numerical source Ri are specified. Then scheme (17) allows the updating

2

of the approximate cell average Q7 to the new approximate cell average Q7+1
.

Here ~x is thecell width,xi_l andxi+l are the cell interfaces; Xi = -! (Xi_l +Xi+l)
2 2 2 2

is the cell centre and ~t is the time step. In the next section we specify one methodology
to determine the finite volume scheme.

3.2 The ADER approach

In this work we choose the ADER methodology, first introduced in the context of
hyperbolic equations by Toro et al. (2001) and extensively used for several applications
governed by hyperbolic equations [(see for instance Titarev and Toro (2004, 2005)].
Recently, this methodology has been extended to reaction-diffusion equations (Toro
and Hidalgo 2009; Gassner et al. 2007; Hidalgo and Dumbser 2011; Dumbser 2010).

First we describe the way to compute the numerical flux. It is convenient to interpret
(19)-(20) in local coordinates, (~, T), with ~ representing x - Xi+~ and T representing

t - tn , so that the interface Xi+l/2 is located at O and tn corresponds to O. Then the
numerical flux at interface Xi+~ is expressed as

b.¡

1 JdQGi+l = -D -(O, T)dT
2 ~t dX

o

(21)

and our aim is to calculate this to high accuracy in time. The procedure to achieve this
contains two ingredients: (1) a high-order non-linear spatial reconstruction of the gra
dient ofthe solution in each cell and (2) the solution of the generalized (or high-order)
Riemann problem at the interface of each cell. First we deal with the reconstruction
problem. The usual way to proceed is to obtain reconstruction polynomials for each
control volume which allow us to get approximate values and approximate derivatives
of the unknown, Q(x, t), wherever they are needed. To circumvent Godunov's theo
rem (Godunov 1959)-which states that linear schemes cannot be monotone and of
accuracy greater than one-we need to construct non-linear schemes even if applied
to linear equations. To fulfill non-linearity we use a nonlinear reconstruction scheme,



such as Essentially Non Oscillatory (ENO) or Weighted ENO (WENO) procedures. In
this work we have used WENO reconstruction, which is profusely described in many
references, see for instance Balsara and Shu (2000), Jiang and Shu (1996), Titarev and
Toro (2004) and Hidalgo and Dumbser (2011). We notice that, since we are obtaining
the numerical solution of a system of PDEs, we have to use vectors of polynomials.
Therefore, in the rest of the paper, when referring to polynomials we actually mean
vectors of polynomials.

Since we are working in one space dimension, when we want to obtain the recon
struction polynomial for the cell i with an order of accuracy r we have r candidate
stencils each one ofthem with r cells. We can denote the r stencils as {Si -r+ 1, Si -r+2,
... ,Si}, {Si-r+2, Si-r+3, ... , Si+l}, ... , {Si, Si+l,'" ,Si+r-d. For each one of
those stencils we can consider one (r - 1) - th degree interpolating polynomial.
Therefore we shall have r polynomials: p¡(x), l = O, ... ,r - 1, each one of them
of degree r - 1. The reconstruction polynomial for cell i is then obtained as a convex
combination of the r polynomials p¡ taken with positive nonlinear weights. These
weights are computed using the formulae

úJ _ aj
) - ",r-l

L..k=ü ak

dj
where aj = (O :s j :s r - 1),

(s + fJj)P'
(22)

where we use p = 2 and s = 10-24 which is introduced to avoid division by zero. In
equation (22) dj are the linear weights while fJj are the so-called smoothness indicators
which are obtained from

(O :s k :s r - 1). (23)

The linear weights, dj' used in this work are based on those proposed by Dumbser
et al. (2008) in which a very large weight is assigned to the central stencil and a very
smalllinear weight is assigned to the biased ones. We remark that the reconstruction
polynomials must be conservative, in the sense that the integral average of the poly
nomial must be equal to the integral average of the solution within each cell in the
stencil

_1_JP¡(x)dx = Qk, O:s (k, l) :s r - 1,
!1Xk

Sk

(24)

where Sk is each one of the r cells in the stencil and !1Xk is the cell width of cell k.
We now deal with the generalized Riemann problem to complete the computation

of the numerical flux. Let us denote by Pi (x) and Pi+l (x) the vectors ofpolynomials
for control volumes i and i + 1 respectively. To find the spatial gradient ofthe solution
at the interface we solve following generalized Riemann problem of order k



~ P,'((,x)) ¡ P' (x)

1~

o

Fig. 2 Sketch of the initial condition for the generalized Riemann problem (25)

.. x

:t (aa
x

Q(X, t)) = D aa;2 (aa
x

Q(X, t)), -00 < X < 00 , t> O,

{

: p¡ (X) if X < O,

~Q(x, O) = X
aX d

dx P¡+l (X) if X > O.

(25)

A general initial condition for (25) is depicted in Fig. 2, where we have used the
notation P;(x): = ;xp¡(x).

We note that it is easy to show that the spatial gradient of the solution Q(x, t) of
the linear homogeneous second-order differential operator in (1 )-(4) obeys identically
the same operator, and thus we are justified in posing (25) to find the spatial gradient
of Q(x, t) right at the interface as a function of time.

For the sake of simplicity we shall often use the notation Q(kl(r): = aa:k Q(O, r)
when referring to spatial derivatives.

We seek the solution of (25) at X = O, Q(ll(r), at a sufficiently small time t =

r > O. The solution is then smooth in time and we can express it via a Taylor series
expansion (26)

The leading term in the expansion (26), Q(l) (0+), is computed solving the following
classical Riemann problem

:t (aa
x

Q(x, t») = D aa;2 (aa
x

Q(x, t»), -00 < X< 00, t> O,

a [ :xp¡(O) if X ---¿. 0_,

:;-Q(x, O) =
uX d

dx P¡+l (O) if X ---¿. 0+.

(27)



The solution of (27) verifies

d l(d d)-Q(O, 0+) = - -Pi+l(O) + -Pi (O) .
dX 2 dx dx

(28)

Regarding the high order terms the time derivatives appearing in the expansion (26)
can be transformed into spatial derivatives using the Cauchy-Kowalewski procedure,
according to which we can write

We note that to obtain the function H(k) we use the full PDE system, including the
source terms. The spatial derivatives, which are the arguments of H(k) , are obtained
solving Riemann problems for spatial derivatives.

The solution of (30) verifies

(31)

Once we have obtained the values of the leading and high order terms, they are
used in the expansion (26) and, after integration, the numerical flux is obtained.

We also need to compute the integral of the source term given in (20) for which we
use a Gaussian quadrature formula in order to perform the integration

N M

R(Q(x, t))dxdt R:! 2»r LlisR(Q(xr,ts)),
r=l s=l

(32)

where N is the number of quadrature points (usually Gaussian ones) in x while M
is the number of Gaussian points in t. The coefficients úJr and lis are the weights in
space and time respectively and (xr , ts ) are the integration points. In order to obtain
Q(xr , ts) to be used in (32) we apply the following Taylor expansion



K k k
~ T d K+l

Q(Xr , T) = Q(Xr , O) + ¿ k! dtk Q(Xr , O) + O(T ) ,
k=l

(r = 1, ... ,N; s = 1··· ,M). (33)

In an analogous manner to that used in the solution of the generalized Riemann
problem to find the numerical flux, the time derivatives appearing in the expansion
(33) are expressed as functions of space derivatives using the Cauchy-Kowalewski
procedure. The leading term and high order terms are then calculated by means of
spatial derivatives of the reconstruction polynomial inside the cell i.

3.3 Numerical convergence test

Here we verify the accuracy of our numerical scheme by studying empirical conver
gence rates. To this end we use an analogue of the atherosclerosis modelO )-(4), also
of the reaction-diffusion type but with known analytical solution. The analogue, as
every analogue should, has all the ingredients appearing in the atherosclerosis model,
so it is suitable for, at least partially, validating the numerical method. The analogue
is

_dq_(_X_,t_) _ ~ (O + q(x, t»2 dq(X, t») + 0.5q(x, t) = S(x, t)
dt dX dX

dq
- = O, on x = -10 and x = 10
dX

q(x, O) = exp (_ :2) + sin (~~)

where x E f:2 = (-10, 10), t E (0,0.25). The forcing term is

(34)

(35)

(36)

S(X, t) = _ef3 (x,t) - 2 (e f3 (x,t) + Sina(X») (_~ef3(x,t) + ~ cosa(x»)2

_(1 + (e f3 (X,t) +Sina(x»)2) (_~ef3(x,t)+ :2 ef3 (x,t)_ ~~Sina(X»)

+~ (e f3 (X,t) + Sina(X») , (37)

where {J(x, t) = - (x; + t) and a(x) = ~~. The exact solution of (34)-(37) is

q(X, t) = exp ( _ :2 + t) + sin (~~) . (38)

We solve the auxiliary test problem (34)-(37) using 2nd and 3rd order ADER finite
volume schemes for various meshes to be specified. To achieve 2nd and 3rd accuracy
we require polynomial reconstruction of 3rd and 5th degrees, respectively.
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Fig.3 Comparison of the numerical solution (symbols) with the exact solution (fullline) of the auxiliary
problem for three meshes

We first use the exact solution to compare it with the numerical solution, as depicted
in Fig. 3, which shows such comparison ofthe numerical solution (shown in symbols)
with the exact solution (shown by fullline) of the auxiliary problem, for three meshes,
at the fixed time t = 0.25. Note that we display only part ofthe computational domain
in Fig. 3. It is seen that the numerical method captures the solution very accurately,
even for coarse meshes.

The second way we use the exact solution of the auxiliary problem is to carry out
a convergence rate study to verify the theoretically expected accuracy of the schemes.
Table 1 shows the errors measured in three usual norms and the corresponding con
vergence rates. It can be seen that the order of accuracy is larger than expected theo
retically, in both cases. We remark that the meshes used are quite coarse, in order to
avoid the infiuence of the machine precision in the computation of the convergence
rates. The results obtained here suggest that the adopted ADER numerical approach
is suitable to study the atherosclerosis model of interest in this work.

4 Numerical study oC the atherosclerosis model

The aim of this section is twofold. First we utilise the numerical method developed
in the previous section to solve the reaction-cliffusion model (1)-(4) to study the
effect of the size of the initial conditions in the time-evolved solution, for both the
monostable and bistable cases. The second aim is to utilise the numerical tool to
establish a relationship between classes of initial conditions and steady-state solutions



Table 1 Convergence rates for auxiliary problem

Cells IIErrorll! IIOrderll! IIErrorl12 IIOrderl12 IIErrorlloo IIOrderlloo

ADER-2

10 3.38 x 10-3 2.59 x 10-2 1.45 x 10-2

20 3.43 x 10-4 3.30 2.96 x 10-3 3.13 2.35 x 10-3 2.63

40 1.54 x 10-5 4.47 1.35 x 10-4 4.46 8.46 x 10-5 4.79

80 8.90 x 10-7 4.11 7.39 x 10-6 4.19 5.94 x 10-6 3.83

ADER-3

10 1.56 x 10-2 0.14 x 100 7.19 x 10-2

20 8.06 x 10-4 4.28 1.00 x 10-3 3.82 7.07 x 10-3 3.35

40 9.09 x 10-6 6.47 8.31 x 10-4 6.91 6.69 x 10-5 6.72

80 2.06 x 10-7 5.47 1.68 x 10-6 5.63 1.15 x 10-6 5.87

Output time t = 0.25

of the full time-dependent model (l )-(4), and also to use the numerical findings as
hints to rigorously prove sorne new results in Sect. 5.

For all the calculations of this section, we have used the mesh ~x = 0.01 and
the calculation time step has been computed from the stability constraint ~t =

min(K~x2/dI, K~x2jd2). For the calculations of Sect. 4.1 we use K = 0.45 and
for those of Sect. 4.2 we use K = 0.01.

4.1 Effect of initial conditions

For the purpose of studying the effect of the size of the initial conditions in
the time-evolved solution we consider the following families of initial conditions
Mo(x), Ao(x), taken as perturbations ofthe stationary state (M, Á) = (2, O), namely

where

Mo(x) = M+ Ecp(X), Ao(x) = Á + Ecp(X),

cp(x) = e-(20x-IO)2

is the perturbation. As to the coefficient E, we have taken E = 0.2 and E = 3.0
for small and large perturbations respectively. For the bio-mechanical parameters we
have adopted those in Table 2, taken from the literature, see Khatib et al. (2009,
2012), Edelstein-Keshet and Spiros (2002) and Chow et al. (2005). As to the diffusion
coefficients, for the calculations of this section we take dI = 1O-2cm2/ h for the
immune cells and d2 = 1O-l cm2/ h for the cytokines.

Computed results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the bistable case and in Figs. 6 and 7
for the monostable case. Fig. 4 shows results for the bistable case, with initial condition
consisting of a small perturbation ofthe healthy steady state. The top frame shows the



Table 2 Parameters for the numerical simulation

bistable
monostable

a¡

2
2

7
1

(3¡

8

8

f¡

6.5
42143

A¡

26
1

d¡

2.22
_ 221

2.2
2.19
2.18

-2.17
2.16
2.15
2.14
2.13

-2.12
2.11

-2.1
2.09
2.08
2.07
2.06
2.05
2.04
2.03
2.02

_ 2.01
2

0.19

0.18

=0.17
0.16

-0.15

-0.14

0.13
!-0.12

-0.11

0.1

0.09
0.08

0.07

0.06

0.05

0.04
0.03

·0.02
0.01

-O

Fig.4 Bistable case. lnitial condition: small perturbation of healthy steady state. Top frame Density M(x,t)
of immune cells. Bottomframe Density A(x,t) of cytokines

density M (x, t) ofthe immune cells, while the bottom frame shows the density A (x, t)
of cytokines. The results tell us that these initial conditions lead to a healthy state, the
initial infiammation dies out, to a steady state, as time evolves. Figure 5 shows results
for the bistable case, with initial condition consisting of a large perturbation of the
healthy steady state. The top frame shows the density M(x, t) of the immune cells,
while the bottom frame shows the density A (x, t) of cytokines. The results tell us that
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Fig.5 Bistable case. Initial condition: large perturbation of healthy steady state. Top frame Density M(x,t)
of immune cells. Bottomframe Density A(x,t) of cytokines

these initial conditions lead to an infiammatory state, the initial infiammation grows
to a steady state, as time evolves. Figure 6 shows results for the monostable case, with
initial condition consisting of a small perturbation of the healthy steady state. The top
frame shows the density M (x, t) of the immune cells, while the bottom frame shows
the density A (x, t) of cytokines. The results tell us that these initial conditions lead to
an infiammatory state, the initial infiammation grows to a steady state, as time evolves.
Figure 7 shows results for the monostable case, with initial condition consisting of a
large perturbation of the healthy steady state. The top frame shows the density M (x, t)
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Fig. 6 Monostable case. lnitial condition: small perturbation of healthy steady state. Top frame density
M(x,t) of immune cells. Bottomframe Density A(x,t) of cytokines

of the immune cells, while the bottom frame shows the density A(x, t) of cytokines.
The results tell us that these initial conditions lead to an infiammatory state, the initial
infiammation grows to a steady state, as time evolves.

The aboye results confirm those of Khatib et al. (2007), even though we have used
different diffusion coefficients and a different numerical technique in our calculations.

4.2 Characterisation of initial conditions in the phase plane

Motivated by the previous numerical results we now perform an intensive com
putational task to carry out a numerical study of regions of attraction of station-
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Fig. 7 Monostable case. lnitial condition: large perturbation of healthy steady state. Top frame Density
M(x,t) of immune cells. Bottomframe Density A(x,t) of cytokines

ary states of system (1 )-(4). The results of the numerical study allow us to then
prove rigorously sorne of the numerical findings. Since we know that for sorne
choice of parameters the problem has more than one stable stationary state, the limit
limt-Hoo(M(x, t), A(x, t)) depends on the initial condition. The computed steady
state solutions of (1)-(4) described here coincide with the steady solutions theoreti
cally obtained.

To compute steady-state solutions of (1)-(4) we apply the numerical scheme
described in Sect. 3, to solve the time-dependent system (1)-(4) in a time-marching
fashion according to Algorithm 53 described below. This is done in order to
characterise the initial data leading to a disease equilibrium or a healthy equilibrium.



Obviously, we do not introduce any information in the numerical scheme as to the
stationary solution; the time-marching procedure finds it automatically, as time limit
of the time-dependent solution.

Now recall the definition of the w-limit set of a solution. Let (M, A) be a solution
of the parabolic problem (1)-(4), we define the w-limit set of (M, A) by

w(M, A) = {(Moo , Aoo ) E H I (f:2) x H I (f:2) : :Jtn ---¿. +00 such that

(MCtn, '), ACtn, .» ---¿. (Moo , A oo ) in L 2 (f:2) x L 2 (f:2)}.

Let us now anticipate a theoretical result proved in Sect. 5. Proposition 1 tells
us that for initial data (Mo(x), Ao(x» verifying ~~ :s Mo(x) :s ,B~~I and O :s
Ao(x) :s ,BI~~~~T2, the corresponding evolutionary solutions of (1)-(4) also satisfy

al < M(x t) < ,BITI and O < A(x t) < ,BITl a
2T

2. According to Proposition 2 the
Al - ,- Al -, - AIA2
stationary solutions also verify these bounds.

Weremarkhere that in therest ofthe paper, when we usew-limit ofan initial datum,
we mean the w-limit of the time-dependent solution of (1 )-(4) with such initial datum.

For the computational problem we therefore define the region of interest as the
rectangle

al fJ¡ TI
- <M< --J.
Al - - Al

(39)

We consider a very large number of initial data and compute their w-limit. We have
designed three large families of initial data and have classified those initial data into
two sets according to the computational results. The first set (second set) is formed
by initial data whose w-limit is a healthy stationary state (disease stationary state).
These two sets are identified with two distinct regions of the rectangle R. Note that in
the definition of R we have changed the order of the coordinates in order to display a
clear graphical representation.

We define a family M composed of m x n small squares in the rectangle R and
we denote by (A), Mi) = (O + (j - ~ )k, ~~ + (i - ~)h) the centre of every square,
for i = 1, ... , m; j = 1, ... , n.

Next we identify every point (A), Mi) with an initial datum Ui)(X) = (M?(x),

A~(x». We compute the w-limit of the solution of (1)-(4) with such initial datum
and obtain a computed stationary solution. Then we classify that initial datum as an
element of the attraction region of such stationary solution.

Every point (A), Mi) in R is associated to a colour depending on the w-limit of
Ui) (x). This colour is also assigned to the full small square of which (A), Mi) is the
centre.

Let us now consider the bistable case and choose different families of initial data
to show its evolution towards one stationary solution or the other (healthy or disease).
We have considered a very large number of 96 x 224 = 21, 504 initial data to get the
results displayed in Figs. 9, 10 and 11. This is a very intensive computational problem
as for each of the 21, 504 cases we have solved the reaction-cliffusion system (1 )-(4)
to steady state according to the algorithm described in Sect. 4.4.
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Fig.8 Nonconstant initial datum type in Example 2 (initial perturbation). The bottom graph represents the
nonconstant initial data type in Example 3 (Gaussian perturbation)

For the data of Table 2 the rectangle R in (39) becomes R = [O, 14] x [2,8].
The two stable (constant) stationary solutions are given by:

and

al
Mo= ~ =2, Ao = O

M r : = !1(Ar ) = 50 ~ 7.142857143,
Al 7

The unstable stationary solution is given by

M . - !1(Auns ) - 4
uns' - Al -, A uns : = 0.5.

Example 1 We start by considering constant initial data. We have approximated the
associated evolution solution and we have estimated the limit at infinity. The considered
family of initial data is given by

where i = 1, ... , m; j = 1, ... , n, h = 0.0625, k = 0.0625. Every initial datum
(M?(x), A~(x)) is identified with the centre (Aj, Mi) of every square of M. The
classification of these initial data is displayed in Fig. 9.

Example 2 We consider nonconstant initial data. We build a new family of initial
data by perturbing the initial data of Example 1 (represented in Fig. 8). Therefore we
consider

M?(X) = 2 + (i -~) h + EXS(X) A~(x) = O+ (j -~) k + EXS(X)

where i = 1, ... , m; j = 1, ... , n, h = 0.0625, k = 0.0625, E = 0.05 and xs(x)
is the characteristic function of the interval S = (0.2,0.4). Every initial datum
(M?(x), A~(x) is identified with the centre (Aj, Mi) of every square. The classifi
cation of these initial data is displayed in Fig. 10.
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Fig.9 Example 1. Constant initial data, plotted in the phase plane, where colors depend on the úJ-limit of
the initial data. In every case the úJ-limit is one of the stationary solutions of the system
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Fig.10 Example 2. Small constant perturbation of initial data of Example 1, plotted in the phase plane,
where colors depend on the úJ-limit of the initial data. In every case the úJ-limit is one of the stationary
solutions of the system

Example 3 Now, we consider nonconstant initial data in the invariant rectangle. We
build a new family of initial data by perturbing the initial data of Example 1 (repre
sented in Fig. 8). So,

M?(X) = 2 + (i -~) h + E<jJ(X), A~(x) = 0+ (j -~) k + E<jJ(X)

where i = 1, ... , m; j = 1, ... , n, h = 0.0625, k = 0.0625 and <jJ(x)

e-(20x-IO)2 and E = 0.05. Every initial datum (M?(x), A~(x) is identified with the
centre (A j, Mi) of every square. The classification of these initial data is displayed in
Fig. 11. The colour of every square with center (A j, Mi) indicates in which attraction
region is the initial datum Uij (x) of this example.

4.3 Discussion

For a certain range of parameters the atherosclerosis model has at least two stationary
states simulating the healthy state and the disease state.

We focus our attention in a rectangular region where we consider the initial data and
the range ofparameters corresponding to the bistable case. In Figs. 9, 10, 11 we can see
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Fig. 11 Example 3. Small Gaussian perturbation of initial data of Example 1, plotted in the phase plane,
where colors depend on the úJ-limit of the initial data. In every case the úJ-limit is one of the stationary
solutions of the system
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Fig.12 Example l revisited. Top frame Constant initial data plotted in the phase plane where colors depend
on the úJ-limit of them. In this particular case one of the ICs considered is precisely the unstable steady
state solution, so its úJ-limit is the IC itself. Bottomframe Zoom ofthree-colour zone where the third colour
appears at the position (0.5,4.0) (color figure online)

the region of attraction of the stationary states. Each of these figures has two regions.
The upper region represents the initial data in the chosen family of every example
which evolve to the disease steady state. The lower region represents the initial data
in the chosen family of every example which evolve to the healthy steady state.

The unstable stationary solution is only detected when it is a centre of a square of
the mesh. Figure 12 depicts the situation in which the unstable steady state (0.5,4)
is an initial condition. In this case, a third color appears as the numerical solution
remains with the same value as time is evolving, since it is a steady state solution. We
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Fig. 13 Convergence of the iterative process leading to the steady state solution computed numerically.
We use logarithmic scale for the vertical axis. We measure in the L2 norm the distance between the solution
fortwo consecutive times. !'>M: = IIMn+1 - Mn 112: !'>A: = IIAn+1 - A n 112 where Mn (respectively A n )

is a vector containing the computed values of the variable M (respectively A) for each control volume at
time tn

remark that, we do not introduce in the numerical scheme the information about the
stationary solutions, it finds them as limit of the evolution solutions (Fig. 13).

4.4 AIgorithm 53 (Search of Steady State)

To compute the steady state solutions ofsystem (l )-(4) we proceed as follows. We com
pute the L 2-norm of the difference between two consecutive solutions at times tk and
tk+l, (M(x, tk), A(x, tk)) and (M(x, tk+I), A(x, tk+I)), respectively. When the dif
ference is small (less than a prescribed small positive tolerance) we assume we are close
enough to the w-limit ofthe corresponding solution. The algorithm proceeds as follows:

Prescribed (MP, A~), tol
fori=1,n

for j = 1,m
El = E2 = 2 * tol
while (El> tol or E2 > tol) do

1. compute (Mik+l, Aj+l)

2. El := IIMik+l - Mtll
E2 := IIA;+l - AJII

3. M i
k := Mt+l

Ak.= Ak+l
J' J

end
end

end



In step 1, (M~+l, A~+l) is the approximate solution at time tk+1 for initial datum
Uij, and is obtained using the numerical approach described in Sect. 3. In algorithm
53, tol is a fixed positive tolerance that controls the convergence of the iterative
process. In this work we have used tol = 2 x 10-6 .

4.5 Qualitative relation to experimental results

There is experimental evidence that atherosclerosis is an infiammatory process, as
assumed in the model of this paper. As mentioned in Poston and Poston (2007),
experimental studies suggest that focal atherosclerotic plaques develop through self
perpetuating propagating macrophage recruitment. In vivo experiments indicate that
a lesion in the artery usually leads to infiammation that propagates in time. This
observation, qualitatively agrees with sorne ofthe results obtained in the present paper,
as can be seen in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, where in most of situations the initiallesion gives rise
to a self-propagating process. Moreover, experimental results for mice (Ye et al. 2011)
with no pre-existing lesions, that were fed with western-type diet during several weeks,
clearly showed the start of a lesion in the artery that developed and increased with time.

Relevant experimental results are also shown in Ikeda and Torii (2005), where
the authors experimented by generating atherosclerotic lesions in eleven Japanese
macaques. They observed the progress of the lesions under changing feeding condi
tions. These results are quite relevant to our study. They considered two different sce
narios and these are in clear accordance with the two possible situations of our bistable
case that corresponds to each set of parameters of Table 2. The first scenario deals
with fatty streaks (early lesions of atherosclerosis developed in the aortic wall owing
to cholesterolloading) that disappeared when the serum concentration of total choles
terol was reduced. The second scenario involves atheroma, which are advanced lesions
that gradually spread to nearby areas even though serum cholesterol was reduced. We
see a clear accordance between these experimental information and the results of our
bistable case, as displayed in Figs. 4,5, where smalllesions decay with time and finally
disappear, whereas large lesions lead to infiammation that progresses with time.

It can be checked in Figs. 5, 6, 7 that the evolution of the infiammation starts
progressing slowly but, after a certain time, the infiammation progresses much faster.
This agrees with experimental observations, as mentioned in Ibragimov et al. (2005).
This is because atherosclerosis is a self-accelerating process.

There are sorne studies regarding quantitative analysis of cytokines and immune
cells produced in the atherosclerosis process. The parameters used in our model are
consistent with those proposed in the literature by different authors, see for example
Khatib et al. (2009, 2012), Edelstein-Keshet and Spiros (2002), Chow et al. (2005).
The time scales are also consistent with the results given, for example, in Chow et al.
(2005). In fact, the results displayed in that paper for the concentration of different
cytokines are studied in the range [O, 28] hours, which agree fairly well with the time
scales used in our numerical simulations (see Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7), where time units arehours
since the diffusivity coefficients used are given in cm2h-1. It is also worth mentioning
the recent work in Qi et al. (2012), where the authors make use of experimental
techniques for a quantitative study of atherosclerosis progression. See also Nakata et al.



(2009) where concentration of cytokines in plasma using real-time PCR is measured.
Moreover, current bio-medical research makes use ofbiomedical-imaging techniques
to visualisation arterial dimensions, lumen and blood fiow. Such techniques facilitate
the study ofthe effects oftherapies to treat the plaque (atheroma). We remark, however,
that our model is concerned with the simulation of an early stage of the disease.

5 Analytical study oC the atherosclerosis model

In this section we prove sorne results regarding sorne properties of solutions of (1 )-(4)
and their evolution. The hypothesis of monotonicity of the source terms f¡ and 12, and
the well known properties of the Laplacian operator allow us to compare the solution
(M(x, t), A(x, t)) of (1)-(4) with sorne other functions to understand its evolution.
These properties also guarantee that the upper and lower solutions techniques work
for this problem.

A pair offunctions (M, A) and (M, .6) in e ([O, T] x [O, L])nC I ,2((0, T) x (O, L))
are called ordered upper and lower solutions of (1 )-(4) if they satisfy M ~ M, A ~ A
and

M(x, O) ~ Mo(x) ~ M(x, O), A(x, O) ~ Ao(x) ~ A(x, O).

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

It is well known that the method ofupper and lower solution gives the existence of
solution ofthis type ofproblems [see e.g. Pao (1992)]. Starting from a suitable initial
iteration, we construct a sequence (Mk, Ak) as follows,

a~k _ dI a;:;k + AIMk = f¡ (Ak-l)

a~k _ d2 a:~k + A2Ak = h(Ak-I)Mk-1

aaMk = O aaAk = Oon x = Oand x = L
x ' x

Mk(X, O) = Mo(x), Ak(X, O) = Ao(x).

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

If we choose as initial iteration an upper solution, (M, A), or a lower solution,
(M, A), then the sequence (Mk, Ak) is monotone and converges to the solution of
(1)-(4). By using

~ Springer

al + fJIS
al::Sf¡(s)= 1 s ::sfJITI, s~O,

+r¡
a2s

O ::S hes) = -l--s ::S a2 T2 s ~ O,
+T2"

(48)

(49)



we have that (M, A) = (,6~~1 , ,61~:~~T2) is an upper solution, and (M,.6) = (~: ' O) is
a lower solution and they are ordered. Concerning the uniqueness of the solution, it
is a consequence of the locally Lipschitz continuity of the source terms. We have the
following bounds for the derivatives of f¡ and h.

(50)

(51)

Proposition 1 Assume (5), (6), (7) and f:2 = (O, L). For every initial datum
(Mo (x), Ao(x» in the rectangle [~: ' ,6~~1] X [O, ,61~:~~T2] e Loo (f:2) x Loo (f:2), the
corresponding solution (M(x, t), A(x, t» of(1)-(4) verijies:

al fJ¡ TI
- < M(x t) <--
Al - ,- Al

That is, it also lives in the rectangle.

(52)

Proof MI: = ,6~~1, Al:
auxiliary problem (PI)

,61~:~~T2. We notice that (MI, Al) is a solution of the

aM d a2 M fJiJt - l iJ.X2 + AIM = l TI

aA d a2 A Aa¡ - 2 ax2 + A2 = a2 T2M I

aM O aA O Oax = , ax = on x = and x = L

M(x, O) = MI, A(x, O) = Al,

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

Now, we take the difference between (1) and (53) and multiply by (M - MI)+. We
recall that u+ = max{O, u}. By integrating on f:2, it is verified that

:t JI(M - MI)+1 2 + dI JIV(M - MI)+1 2 + Al JI(M - MI)+1 2

D D D

= J(f¡ (A) - fJI TI)(M - MI)+ :s O.

D

Then fh ID 1(M - MI)+ 1
2 :s o. So, we integrate in (O, t) and obtain

JI(M(x, t) - MI)+1 2 :s J1(Mo(x) - MI)+1 2
.

D D

Since therighthand side is zero then (M - MI)+ = Oa.e. x E f:2 and by the continuity
ofthe solutions, M(x, t) :s MI for all (x, t) E f:2 x (O, +00).



The second equation gives

:t j I(A - Al )+1 2 + d2 j IV(A - Al )+1 2 + A2 j I(A - Al )+1 2

D D D

= j (h(A)M - a2T2Ml)(A - Al)+

D

= j (h(A) - a2 T2)M(A - Al)+ + j a2T2(M - Ml)(A - Al)+ sO.

D D

Then, fh ID I(A - Al)+12 S o, (A - Al)+ = O a.e. x E S;¿ and A(x, t) S Al
for (X, t) E S;¿ X (O, +00). Analogously, we obtain the lower bound. By defining
M2: = ~:' A2: = O, we arrive to II(M2 - M)+IIL2(D) = O, II(A2 - A)+IIL2(D) = O.
Then M2 S M(x, t) and A2 S A(x, t). In fact, (MI, Al) is an upper solution and
(M2, A2) is an lower solution of the problem. D

In fact, we can identify this rectangle of bounded functions with a region in the
phase space in a suitable functional space (e.g. L 2 (S;¿) xL2 (S;¿) or Loo (S;¿) x Loo (S;¿».

Every initial point in the rectangle gives a trajectory in the rectangle.
We also have that every stationary solution of problem (1 )-(4) also lives in the

rectangle defined in proposition 1.

Proposition 2 Every stationary solution (M (x), A (x») verifies:

al fJ¡ TI
- < M(x) <--
Al - - Al

(57)

Proof Let (M(x), A(x» be a solution of (11)-(13). Now, we follow the steps in the
proof of Proposition 1 to obtain

dI j IV(M - Ml)+12 +Al j I(M - Ml)+1 2
= jUl(A)-fJlTl)(M - Ml)+SO

D D D

d2 j IV(A-Al)+1 2+A2 j I(A - Al)+1 2
= j (h(A)M - a2T2Ml)(A - Al)+ sO.

D D D

Then, (M - Ml)+ = O, (A - Al)+ = O for x E S;¿ and M(x) S MI, A(x) S Al.
Analogously, we obtain M2 S M(x), A2 S A(x). D

Regarding the dynamics of the model, we have studied the úJ-limit of different initial
data in the last section. Inspired by the numerical results, we prove the following

Proposition 3 Let (Moo(x), Aoo(x» be a solution of the stationary problem (11)
(13) and (M(x, t), A(x, t» a solution ofthe parabolic problem (1)-(4) with initial
datum M(x, O) = MO(x), A(x, O) = AO(x) verifying

(58)



Then

M(x, t) :s Moo(x), A(x, t) :s Aoo(x).

Proof Proceed as in Proposition 1 and get the inequality

(59)

~JI(M(x, t) - M oo (x»+1 2dx +~JI(A(x, t) - A oo (x»+1 2dx
dt dt

D D

:s K JI(M(x, t) - M oo (x»+1 2dx + K JI(A(x, t) - A oo (x»+1 2dx (60)

D D

where K is a positive constant depending on the parameters of the problem and the
bounds of f{ and f~. The idea ofthe proofis based on the following inequality which
is obtained by applying Gronwall inequality to (60).

II(M(·, t) - M oo )+lli2(D) + II(A(·, t) - A oo )+lli2(D)

:s (II(M(., O) - M oo )+lli2(D) + II(A(·, O) - A oo )+lli2(D)) eKt
. (61)

Now it is easy to see that since the right hand side is zero then the left hand side is
zero and we obtain the conclusion of Proposition 3. D

Remark 1 We notice that Proposition 3 could be useful in the bistable case when we
consider (Moo , A oo ) equal to the unstable stationary solution. In that case, for every
initial datum verifying

(62)

the w-limit is (~~ , O).

Proposition 4 Let (M(x, t), A(x, t» and CM(x, t), Á(x, t» be the solutions of(1)
(4) with initial data (Mo(x), Ao(x» and (Mo(x), Áo(x». If Mo(x) :s Mo(x) and
Ao(x) :s Áo(x) a.e. x E f:2 then M(x, t) :s M(x, t) and A(x, t) :s Á(x, t) a.e.
(x, t) E f:2 x (O, +00).

The proof is a consequence of the inequality

(63)

where K is a positive constant.
A consequence of Proposition 4 is that if an initial datum is lower bounded and

upper bounded by functions which are in the basin of attraction of the same stationary
steady state then the initial datum is also in that basin of attraction.



6 Conclusion and further studies

We have studied numerically and analytically a reaction-diffusion type model for
atherosclerosis proposed in the literature. We have first developed a high-order non
linear numerical method to reliably solve the equations numerically. We have then
used the numerical method to study the behaviour of time dependent solutions and
steady state limits. Computationally, we have classified the initial data predicting the
evolution to the disease steady state or the healthy state. This has involved a very
intensive computational exercise. For each of the three examples we have s01ved the
complete diffusion-reaction system to steady state 21, 504 times. To find the steady
state limit we need a large number of time steps, depending on the particular case. To
give the reader an idea, for our Example 1, for one particular initial data we employed
1,400 time steps, for tol = 2 x 10-6 .

Sorne of the numerical findings have then been proved rigorously through an ana
lytical study of the system, thus connecting numerics and analysis. We have identified
qualitative properties related with the evolution of the density of the immune cells and
cytokines with time.

Sorne of the numerical results reported in the present paper have been qualita
tively related to experimental data. In particular, in Ikeda and Torii (2005) the authors
experimented by generating atherosclerotic lesions in eleven Japanese macaques
and observed the progress of the lesions under changing feeding conditions. The
results reported there agree, qualitatively, with the results of our bistable case, where
early lesions (fatty streaks) progress towards complete healing whereas large lesions
(atheroma) progress towards permanent illness.

In order to better understand atherosclerosis as an infiammatory disease, it would
be desirable in the future to include the thickness of the intima of the artery in the
model and to study the possible classification of the initial data for a more complete
mathematical model.

In Sect. 4.5 we discussed the relation of our simulations to experimental results,
from a qualitative point of view, mentioning range of parameters and time scales. It
would be highly desirable to carry out a quantitative comparison with experiments,
which would require a close collaboration with experimentalists in the field. One way
to proceed would be to undertake experiments in vitro, focused on measurement of
physical parameters, and also experiments in vivo to measure cytokines and immune
cells. This would allow the study of realistic problems and to obtain realistic values
of the parameters by solving inverse problems. We believe that with these ad hoc
experiments a quantitative assessment could be reliable.
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